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in this version of the syno demo software, we can choose
between 32 instructions from the library. instructions are

grouped together based on their functions, i.e., login,
authentication, or authentication with the serial

interface. the syno demo software can also be used to
debug your fingerprint scanner. this is achieved by

connecting a oscilloscope to the com port and using the
open serial communication window to configure the

settings. then set the vcom and vcomh (tracing) levels to
zero, then connect to the com port to use the

oscilloscope to trace the waveforms, then close the
serial communication window. the tracing will then begin

and you will be able to see the waveforms of the
complete process of reading the fingerprint. in order to
use the new sfg demo software, we must first download
the new firmware to the module. this is done by using

the sfg download module utility. the new firmware
version is version 1.5.0. the software also uses the new

ack packet format, which is shown below: once the
module is connected to the computer, and the syno

demo software is started, a dialog will appear. you can
choose to connect the module to a usb-serial converter
or to the computer directly. in the second case, you will

be connected to a virtual com port. you will need to open
theopen devicewindow to select the com port. we can

see the com port number assigned to the module in the
list of active com ports. in the device informationwindow,
the name of the module will be shown with the com port
number, which can also be found in the list of active com

ports. the device version will also be listed as 1.5.0. if
the fingerprint scanner module is detected by the

software, a successful message will appear.
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you can use a fingerprint scanner to verify your identity
or to scan your fingerprints when you want to make a
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product with your own design. this is not the first type of
scanner out there. there are different kinds of scanners
out there. the device i am going to demo is called thesfg

demo. the image below shows a picture of a sfg
demoscanner. in order for the sfg demo to work

properly, the arduino sketch needs to be changed a bit.
the version i am using has a few errors that can be easily

fixed. first, add a #define at the top of the sketch. you
can find the sketch by clickingsketch->load

template->sfg demo. you should see something like this:
#define server_enable 0 you can now see the scan

function in action in the program below. it is based on
the fingerprint android app. it is meant to run on an
android phone. you can control the serial port of the

device using the serial monitor under tools in arduino.
the device i am using is the nexus 4. it's a very simple
project to build. the only tricky part is how to connect

the mems fingerprint sensor to the arduino. one way is
to make use of the official touch library for the arduino.

another is to take a crack at the schematics and wires of
the device and build it yourself. i've included some

examples in the files and attached in the zip. however,
the official adafruit library was the most reliable and

consistent source. the schematic is incomplete and full
of errors. for example, in the schematic, you can see
that the touch output pin is directly connected to the

ground. and there are many such inconsistencies. if you
look at the manuals of other modules in the series, the
same schematic can be seen included in them.when i
disassembled the module, i could see there was an ic
ttp233d from tontek, which is a touch sense detector.

the touch pin is actually connected to the output pin (pin
1) of the ic, which i verified using a multimeter. the

resistorr9is possibly a pull-up. the input pin of the ic is
connected to the copper pad on the horizontal pcb. there
is some kind of black glue on the side of the glass block

between the copper pad. i dont know if that opaque
coating has any other functions other than providing a

high-contrast background for the fingerprint image. but i
assume, when we touch the glass, the change in

capacitance is detected by the touch sensing ic via the
copper pad, and a digital output is driven at the touch
pin. this is in contrast to the schematic the company
provided. somebody skipped their job! 5ec8ef588b
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